Anti-fraud consultancy
We have a Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE) on staff and are corporate members
of the Fraud Advisory Panel (external link). We specialise in fraud
awareness training to staff and boards, counter fraud strategies and can
provide specific fraud audits to complement the external audit process to
ensure that fraud risks are mitigated.
We can provide a range of services to prevent, detect and investigate potential
fraud. There are many threats internally and externally to organisations which
you cannot afford to ignore.
Audit
We provide specific fraud audits to complement your external audits to
make sure that risks are mitigated. Many organisations believe that the
purpose of audit (both internal and external) is to detect fraud but the nature
of fraud means that it is invariably hidden and not always identified during
the audit as a result. This is a service we offer to companies and not-profit
organisations.
Fraud line
Most frauds are found by staff notifying more senior staff. Staff may be
hesitant to report something suspicious in case they are proved incorrect.
Hence we provide an independent fraud line for your staff to contact an
outside agency.
Training
We create custom made fraud awareness presentations for staff and/or
directors. In previous sessions there have been topic areas such as what is
fraud, measuring fraud, detecting fraud, reporting suspicious activity and the
government response to fraud and counter fraud systems including using
IT.
Risk management
Preparation and prevention is the best way to stop fraud. We recommend
that all organisations should have a fraud policy and regularly review it. We
can provide operational, financial and HR risk assessments. We also use
risk assessment checklists to quickly highlight where risks are the greatest.
Investigations
Should the worst occur we are available to launch an investigation within 48
hours after an incident is reported with our fraud response unit.
For further information please contact Graham Salmon, Head of Fraud, on
0161 832 4901 or email graham.salmon@beeverstruthers.co.uk.
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